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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a brief overview of our research in
applications of soft computing and interval computations to
aerospace problems, with a special emphasis on multi-spectral
satellite imaging.
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INTRODUCTION: DATA PROCESSING AND
INTERVAL COMPUTATIONS
Data processing
In many real-life problems, we are interested in the value of a physical quantity
which is di cult or impossible to measure directly. For example, we cannot directly
measure the distance to a star, or the amount of oil in a given area. To measure this
quantity , we:
measure some other quantities 1
which are related to by a known
dependence = ( 1
), and then
compute the estimate e for the desired quantity by applying the algorithm
e ).
to the results e of measuring the quantities : e = ( e1
This two-stage process is called indirect measurement, and computing is called data
processing.
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For example, to estimate the amount of oil in a given area, we may use geophysical
data plus satellite images of this area.

Error estimation of the results of data processing: mathematical statistics
and interval computations
Values e come from measurements, and measurements are never 100% accurate therefore, e 6= . Due to the inaccuracies
= e ; of direct measuree ) is, in general, dierent from the desired value
ments, the result e = ( e1
):
= e ; 6= 0. In practical applications, it is extremely impor= ( 1
tant to know what are the possible values of the dierence .
For example, if our estimate for amount of oil in a given area is 100 mln. ton,
then whether we start exploiting this oil or not depends on the accuracy of this
estimate:
If the measurement error does not exceed 10 mln. ton, then the actual value
can be anywhere from 90 to 100, and we should recommend exploitation.
On the other hand, if the measurement error can be as large as 100 mln. ton,
then this means that the actual value can actually be equal to 0 (meaning that
there may be no oil at all). In this case, further, more accurate measurements
are needed because we can make a decision.
To estimate , we must have some information about the errors
of direct
measurements. What type of information can we have?
The manufacturer of the measuring instrument gives us a guaranteed error ,
i.e., a value for which j j  . (Without such a guarantee, a measurement
result does not restrict possible values of and thus, it is not a measurement.)
In some cases, in addition to the upper bounds , we know probabilities of
dierent values of .
If we know probabilities, then we have a typical problem of mathematical statistics:
given probability distributions for
= e ; , nd the probability distribution
for = ( 1
). To get the probabilities of
, we calibrate the measuring
instrument, i.e., we compare its results with the results of a better (standard) measuring instrument. An application of statistical methods to environmentally-oriented
multi-spectral satellite image processing is given in 14].
However, there are two important situations when we do not know these probabilities:
In fundamental physics, we perform measurements on the cutting edge, so no
better instrument is possible at all.
In manufacturing, calibration of all sensors is potentially possible, but, in practice, too expensive.
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When we do not know the probabilities, we only know that j e ; j  , i.e., the
only information about is that belongs to the interval  e ; e + ]. For
example, if the measured value of the current is e = 1 A, and the manufacturer
guarantees the measurement error to be within 0 1 A, then the actual value of
can be any number from the interval 0 9 1 1].
In this case, the problem of estimating the error of indirect measurement can be
reformulated as follows:
we know intervals x =  e ; e + ],
we know an algorithm which transforms real numbers 1
into a real
number , and
we want to compute the interval
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This problem is called the basic problem of interval computations.

Linearization is not always possible
If a function is smooth, and the errors
are small, then we can neglect
quadratic terms in , and get explicit formulas for y. Due to our approximation, we
get approximate endpoints of the interval y: the actual values can be, therefore,
slightly outside this approximate interval.
In many applications, it is OK, but in some real-life situations, the consequences of
a possible error are so serious that we need to guarantee that is contained in the resulting interval y. An example of this problem is planning a mission to the Moon. To
get guaranteed estimates for this problem, Ramon E. Moore, then Stanford's Ph.D.
student working on 1959 NASA-oriented project, designed new techniques called interval computations.
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INTERVAL COMPUTATIONS IN AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS:
WHY
Let us enumerate the reasons why methods of interval computations are needed in
aerospace applications:
First, we want to guarantee a mission, we want to guarantee that a spaceship
hits the Moon (or another planet), and interval computations provide us with
the guaranteed computation results.
Second, according to the new NASA paradigm, we need all the missions to be
faster, better, cheaper. This means, in particular, that we should preferably use
o-shelf components, with no time to individually calibrate all of them (and
thus, no time to nd all the probabilities).

Third, many NASA missions are missions into the unknown. We simply do
not know the exact values of the parameters characterizing the distant planet's
surface, or the corresponding probabilities the only thing we may know for
planning a mission are intervals of possible values of these parameters.
Finally, one of the main goals of NASA missions is to produce solid scienti c
results, and \solid" means guaranteed.

AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS OF INTERVAL COMPUTATIONS:
EXAMPLES
Robot navigation
A mobile robot has to navigate in an unknown environment by using imprecise
sensors. Traditionally, statistical approach was used to describe the sensor's uncertainty, but this approach has two main drawbacks: it is very costly to calibrate, and
it cannot be applied in an unknown environment, when we have no time to calibrate
rst. To avoid these problems, we used interval uncertainty in a UTEP robot. This
robot won 1st place in the international competition at AAAI'97: it was more ecient, less error-prone, and at the same time rather simple to program. This technique
can be used in future planetary missions.

Telemanipulation 4]
The idea of telemanipulation, when a robotic arm repeats the movements of the
operator's arm, works perfectly well in the movies, but not so perfectly well in the
real space exploration. The reasons for this imperfection are simple: both sensors
(which measure the operator's movements) and the actuators (which copy them) are
inaccurate. The more complicated the robotic arm, the more actuators it uses, and
the more inaccuracy accumulates. It turns out that if we take interval inaccuracy
into consideration, we can greatly improve the performance of the telemanipulator {
namely, of the state-of-the-art MIT/Utah robotic arm.

Multi-spectral satellite imaging 13,15]
The existing Earth-imaging satellites of Landsat series, whose ability is restricted
to 7 channels only, already send Gigabytes of dicult-to-process information. For
some imaging problems, 7 channels are not sucient, so new satellites will be able to
scan 500 channels. With 100 times more data, we need at least 100 times more time
to process it even now, processing all the satellite data is a problem, and with the
expected two orders of magnitude increase, this processing seems to be getting close
to impossible. Solution: take interval uncertainty into consideration. It turns out
that with this uncertainty in mind, we can use linear models where previously only
complex models were used computations become faster and thus, quite feasible.

Non-destructive testing of aerospace constructions
Failure of an aerospace apparatus can be disastrous, and therefore, all mechanical
parts must be thoroughly tested. Exhaustive testing, however, is extremely expensive.
Here also intervals help. It turns out that:
when the tested surface is smooth (no faults, no cracks, etc.), the dependence
of the measured signal on the test ultrasound signal is also smooth, and since
the test signals are small, we can approximate it by a linear dependence
on the other hand, if there are non-smoothnesses (faults, cracks, etc.), then
non-linear terms are no longer negligible.
Checking whether the actual data is consistent with the linear dependence (within interval uncertainty), we can thus test whether there is a non-smoothness. Experiments
conrmed that this is a viable and expense-saving testing method.
We also analyzed the problem of choosing the best sensor locations for aerospace
testing 9{11].

Geophysical tomography 1]
Interval computations help in reconstructing the geophysical structure from observations.

Energy from space: a possible future application of interval computations
Solar energy is a very prospective renewable energy resource, but on-Earth Solar
stations are not perfect: they occupy large pieces of land, they do not work in bad
weather, etc. An ideal solution would be to use orbital solar power stations, which
would generate electricity and then transmit it to Earth as a microwave beam. The
problem with this solution is that a high-energy microwave beam may damage whatever it accidentally hits. So, the better solution is to have several orbital stations
and several receivers, so that the resulting beams do not reach the dangerous level.
Again, interval methods provide a solution to this problem.

FROM INTERVAL COMPUTATIONS TO SOFT COMPUTING
Why soft computing
It is known that some interval computation problems are not feasible 5] this
means that if we do not have any additional information, we cannot, in general, solve
these problems eciently. We can rephrase this negative result in a positive form:
to solve these problems, we must add some expert knowledge. The methodologies
which use expert knowledge to solve problems are known as soft computing so, we
can reformulate our conclusion as saying that many aerospace problems require soft
computing.

We have shown that the use of soft computing methods can indeed make these
problems feasibly solvable 2].

Two main problems of satellite data processing
One of the main objectives of PACES is processing satellite data with the purpose
of extracting useful geophysical, environmental, and other earth-related information.
For this data processing to be successful, we need to solve two major problems:
First, satellite imaging provides us with an unusually enormous amount of data
traditional methods of data processing, which work well for smaller amounts of
data, often require too long a time when applied to satellite images thus, new
methods are needed.
Second, many traditional data and image processing techniques depend on experts to do many routine subtasks such as mosaicking images, identifying different vegetation or cloud patterns, etc. With a huge amount of data coming
from the satellites, it is no longer possible to use experts to process all this data,
these subtasks need to be automated.
In solving both problems, soft computing techniques such as fuzzy, neural, etc., naturally emerge.

Soft computing helps in solving the rst problem of satellite
data processing
Traditional methods of data processing are based on thorough statistical analysis of the problems.
Due to the continuing progress in satellite imaging techniques and to the continuing discovery of new applications, there is no time to follow a (rather slow)
traditional statistical analysis approach. Therefore, new heuristic methods are
needed, methods which use, in addition to statistics, also informal expert ideas.
Fuzzy, neural, and other soft computing techniques allow us to formalize these expert
ideas, and, which is very important, to formalize these ideas in a scientically justied
consistent fashion, thus increasing the reliability of the results of data processing. An
example of such formalization is given in 3]. An important heuristic idea is the idea
of choosing the simplest explanation. In computer science, there are natural measures of complexity and simplicity, such as the length and the time of the program,
but with respect to all these formal measures, nding the simplest explanation becomes a computationally un-feasible task soft computing enables us to explain the
existing feasible modications of this idea and to come up with alternative feasible
modications 6].

Soft computing helps in solving the second problem of satellite
data processing
Experts have trouble describing how exactly they mosaic or how exactly they
identify features. Experts can, at best, formulate their rules in terms of words of
natural language (like \a little bit"). To us these informal rules, we must use a
special techniques for transforming such rules into automated control: fuzzy logic.
If even rules are not available, then the only way to automate is to observe the
experts' behavior in several cases and extrapolate. One of the best extrapolation
techniques, which is the most appropriate for our purposes because it simulates the
way humans do extrapolation, is neural networks.
Applications of soft computing methodology include image processing (including
processing satellite images and clustering) 7,8,12], as well as related problems such
as optimization, control, and modeling.
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